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Abstract

Aluminum bicrystals with symmetric�1 1 2� tilt boundaries and misorientations of 8.7° (small angle), 15.4°
(transition), and 31.5° (large angle) were deformed in a channel die experiment in order to study the influence of
misorientation on the deformation at grain boundaries. Samples were characterized by strain measurements and
microtexture mappings. The experiments were compared to crystal plasticity finite element simulations. We studied
strain heterogeneity at the macroscopic and at the microscopic level. Even macroscopically homogeneous areas showed
microscopic heterogeneity in the form of bands of different sets of glide systems. We observed clear effects of the
grain boundary misorientation on the deformation kinematics close to the boundaries. The 8.7° grain boundary did not
show any orientation change which was interpreted in terms of free dislocation penetration. In contrast, the 15.4° and
31.5° bicrystals showed orientation changes which were attributed to dislocation pile-ups.
 2003 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Problem formulation

The current work is an experimental and theor-
etical study on deformed aluminum bicrystals. We
aim at better understanding the role of grain
boundaries of different misorientations during
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plastic deformation. Grain boundaries act as
obstacles to dislocation motion during deformation
entailing an increase in yield strength with decreas-
ing grain size as expressed by the Hall–Petch
relation. The mechanical effect of a grain boundary
depends on its misorientation. Small angle grain
boundaries (with misorientations of up to 15–20°)
are weak obstacles to the plastic flow when com-
pared to large angle grain boundaries because they
can be penetrated by dislocations which continue
their glide path in the neighboring crystal. How-
ever, since small angle grain boundaries them-
selves consist of dislocations, the interaction with
mobile dislocations may gradually change their
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structure and misorientation during plastic strain-
ing.

In order to study these effects in quantitative
detail and derive from them an improved under-
standing of inter- and intragranular strain hetero-
geneity inherent to polycrystal plasticity [1–4], we
investigate in this work a set of bicrystals with dif-
ferent well defined grain boundaries during defor-
mation.

1.2. Related previous work on bicrystal plasticity

In the literature, the deformation of bicrystals of
different materials has been studied extensively.
Detailed investigations have been carried out, for
instance, on tin [5], zinc [6,7], aluminum [8–15],
silver [16], magnesium [17], Fe–3%Si [18,19], β-
brass [20,21] and copper [22].

Livingston and Chalmers [10], like many other
early authors in this field, concluded from their
work on aluminum bicrystals that, in order to keep
the macroscopic plastic compatibility across the
grain boundary, bicrystals have to deform by mul-
tiple slip. Hook and Hirth [18,19] suggested in
their studies on Fe–3%Si bicrystals that the elastic
incompatibility at the grain boundaries results in
the activation of secondary slip systems. While
these early investigations had built their dis-
cussions essentially on intergranular incompati-
bility assuming otherwise homogeneous behavior
of the two abutting crystals, more recent detailed
studies by Rey and Zaoui [13,22] revealed that the
presence of grain boundaries can also give rise to
considerable intragranular heterogeneity. Rey and
Zaoui found that intragranular nonhomogeneity
leads to internal stresses inside each of the two
neighboring crystals entailing activation of
additional slip systems and considerable corre-
sponding hardening effects. Sun et al. [14]
inspected strain heterogeneity in the vicinity of
grain boundaries in even greater detail using orien-
tation imaging microscopy via scanning electron
microscopy. In their analysis, they applied the con-
cept of Kröner’s geometrically necessary dislo-
cation tensor [23] to the description of lattice cur-
vature near the grain boundary in a plastically
strained aluminum bicrystal.

1.3. Related previous work on aluminum single
crystal plasticity

Much related work was also devoted to the study
of the plastic deformation of aluminum single crys-
tals. As we will see in the following, these results
are of considerable relevance for the interpretation
of bicrystal mechanics. We refer in particular to
the recent work of the groups of Hansen [24–27]
and Driver [28,29].

Wert et al. [24] investigated the microtexture of
a cube-oriented aluminum single crystal deformed
30% by rolling using EBSP and TEM. They
observed that the deformed crystal was subdivided
into macroscopic bands parallel to the rolling plane
as well as dislocation cells and cell blocks at the
microscopic scale. Crystallite rotations occurred
predominantly about the transverse direction. A
Schmid factor analysis of plane strain compression
revealed that four slip systems were active during
deformation, forming two co-directional pairs of
slip dyads. Godfrey et al. [25] investigated the
evolution of microstructure and texture in pure
aluminum single crystals of (1 1 0)�1�1 2� orien-
tation deformed by channel die. The authors
observed a homogeneous cell block deformation
microstructure at low strains. At higher strain, the
cell blocks were less distinct and strain localization
occurred. Hansen and Huang [26] investigated the
relationship between polycrystal and single crystal
deformation for aluminum at different strains using
TEM. The authors investigated 89 different grains.
They established three basic types of deformation
microstructures which they correlated to the grain
orientation. The behavior of the grains embedded
in the polycrystal were compared with the behavior
of single crystals. Godfrey et al. [27] studied the
effect of deformation microstructure heterogeneity
on recrystallization using channel die deformed
single crystals of typical rolling texture compo-
nents. In their work, the authors found a wide range
of spatial and orientational heterogeneity, which
they related to the crystal orientation. Maurice and
Driver [28] investigated the influence of the defor-
mation temperature on the hot rolling textures of
aluminum polycrystals and single crystals. In their
work, the authors found that their texture and
microstructure observations could be interpreted in
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terms of the onset of non-octahedral slip. Basson
and Driver [29] studied channel die deformed
cube-oriented aluminum single crystals up to
strains of 1.5. Slip trace analysis and texture
measurement by EBSD showed that coarse defor-
mation banding was initiated in the form of
rotations about the transverse direction. Other
rotations were also found about the rolling direc-
tion.

1.4. Basic motivation and plan of the
investigation

Despite the excellence of the quoted studies it
is difficult to draw systematic conclusions from
them on the influence of the grain boundary mis-
orientation on bicrystal micromechanics and
microtexture. This is essentially due to the differ-
ent materials (stacking-fault energy, anisotropy of
elasticity), samples (initial orientations, misorien-
tations across the grain boundaries), and defor-
mation modes (loading, friction) tackled in these
investigations. Therefore, in the present work a
systematic study was carried out on three alumi-
num bicrystals with different symmetric tilt bound-
aries with misorientations of 8.7°, 15.4°, and 31.5°
that have been deformed in a channel die experi-
ment.

The best way to observe dislocation interactions
is certainly offered by TEM where lattice and
boundary dislocations and their reaction products
can be observed directly. However, TEM also
exhibits some important drawbacks for such obser-
vations. TEM sample preparation is destructive, i.e.
deformation experiments can usually not be con-
tinued after a TEM observation. Additionally, the
areas observed in the TEM are usually rather small
and may not be representative for the whole speci-
men. Finally, the preparation of thin foils for TEM
may lead to a change in dislocation structure and
may, therefore, not reflect the bulk microstructure.

For these reasons, we employ in our study the
technique of automated crystal orientation mapping
(ACOM) using automatic evaluation of electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) patterns in the
SEM. This technique offers the possibility to study
the evolution of microstructure and lattice rotation
in the course of a deformation experiment on bulk

samples without any interference with the defor-
mation process. Although the ACOM technique
does not directly reveal the dislocation structure of
the material, the precise measurement of local lat-
tice orientation with high spatial resolution may be
interpreted in terms of dislocation arrangements.
This task has become particularly feasible with the
advance of ACOM in a high resolution SEM with
thermal field emitter (FEGSEM).

Similar to TEM, high resolution ACOM
measurements only allow the observation of rela-
tively small areas. This is a great problem in the
case of a heterogeneous strain distribution and it
will become clear in the course of this work that
the channel die deformation mode that has been
adapted here is an experiment which creates strain
heterogeneity. Therefore, we used other experi-
mental techniques to characterize the macroscopic
deformation heterogeneity of the deformation
experiments. First, a photogrametric method was
applied to determine the macroscopic distribution
of the accumulated plastic surface strains. Second,
large, low resolution orientation maps were meas-
ured by ACOM. Finally, a crystal elasticity–plas-
ticity finite element model (CPFEM) was used to
better understand the origin of the evolution of
strain heterogeneities and gain an insight into the
activated glide systems and crystal rotations. The
CPFEM results were compared to predictions
obtained by crystal plasticity homogenization tech-
niques. Besides the details mentioned above,
another important goal of the plasticity modeling
consisted of separating the mechanisms occurring
in deformation zones close to a grain boundary
from those occurring in the bulk far away from a
grain boundary.

It is clear that a changing grain boundary mis-
orientation is always linked to a change in the
orientations of one or both of the two abutting
crystals. This means that the observed changes in
microstructure and texture evolution for different
bicrystals are only to a small part due to the chang-
ing grain boundary structure, but mainly due to the
change of crystal orientation. The used finite
element deformation model, of course, does not
include any constitutive description of the grain
boundary structure and its mechanical effect. This
means that the model does not have any knowledge
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of the grain boundary structure and, therefore, can
only predict effects which stem from crystal kin-
ematics and from the elasto-viscoplastic dynamics
of the bulk material. We, therefore, conduct a criti-
cal comparison of the simulation results with the
experimental observations in order to identify the
actual effects which originate from the grain
boundary in the experimental data.

There are, in conclusion, several questions to be
addressed in this work. The first interest is to
improve our understanding of the role of grain
boundaries and their misorientation in polycrystal
deformation. The next question is, how in a bicrys-
tal deformation experiment grain boundary and
bulk deformation effects can be separated and in
how far simulations can be of help in this context.
A last question addresses the experimental and
theoretical characterization of strain heterogeneity
in the case of channel die deformation of bicrys-
tals.

2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation and channel die
compression experiments

Aluminum bicrystals were grown from 99.999%
pure material using a modified Bridgman technique
with seed crystals of pre-selected orientations
[30,31]. Three bicrystals with symmetrical �1 1 2�
tilt boundaries with 8.7°, 15.4°, and 31.5° mis-
orientation across the grain boundary were used for
the experiments. The sample size for the channel
die compression experiments was in all cases
about 17 × 19 × 4 mm3. The geometry and dimen-
sions with respect to the channel die experiment
are shown in Fig. 1a. In correspondence to conven-
tional rolling deformation, the reference coordi-
nates are referred to as rolling direction (RD) for
the free elongation direction, transverse direction
(TD) for the direction constrained by the channel
die, and normal direction (ND) for the compression
direction. The grain boundary normal (GBN) was
chosen to be parallel to the compression axis as
shown in Fig. 1a. The initial orientations of the
bicrystals were measured using electron back-

scatter diffraction. They are displayed in (1 1 1)
pole figures in Fig. 1b.

After the samples had been polished from all
sides, a stochastic color spray pattern for photogra-
metric measurements (see next section) was placed
on the TD surface. Plane strain compression
experiments were then conducted at a strain rate
of 1.7 × 10�5 s�1 using a channel die set-up as
shown in Fig. 1a. Plastic deformation was applied
in a sequence of loading steps, each imposing a
plastic strain of about 5% reduction up to a total
plastic thickness reduction of 30%. In order to
reduce frictional effects and to protect the color
spray pattern on the specimen surface, the speci-
mens were wrapped with several layers of an 80
µm thick teflon foil.

2.2. Experimental determination of accumulated
plastic microstrains by photogrametry

The determination of the plastic displacement
field and the subsequent calculation of some tensor
components of the plastic strain field was, after
each deformation step, conducted by applying a
photogrametric procedure to the TD surface of the
strained bicrystals. Photogrametry is a digital
image analysis method which is based on the rec-
ognition of geometrical changes in the gray scale
distribution of surface patterns before and after
straining [3,4]. To this end, the digital image pro-
cessing procedure maps a rectangular grid onto the
image. The grid points are characterized by their
coordinates and by the gray scale distribution in
their proximity. After straining, the pattern is
recognized by image cross-correlation assuming
that the gray scale distribution around a given coor-
dinate remains constant during straining. From the
change in border coordinates containing the correct
initial gray scale distribution around the grid point,
the 3-dimensional displacement gradient tensor
field is determined at each grid point. These data
serve as input for deriving the surface components
of the local strain tensor. The strain tensor is used
in the definition as the first order approximation of
the standard polar decomposition of the displace-
ment gradient tensor. The method may work with
2- or 3-dimensional surface coordinates. In the lat-
ter case, the coordinates are determined from
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic figure of the bicrystal and of the experimental set-up. (b) {1 1 1} pole figures of the initial bicrystals with
symmetrical tilt grain boundaries of (a) 8.7° misorientation (b) 15.4° misorientation, and (c) 31.5° misorientation (�: crystal K1 and
�: crystal K2) in TD/RD projections (upper row) and ND/RD projections (lower row). The large, filled symbols represent the principal
slip systems.

stereo pair images of the sample. It should be
pointed out that the photogrametric method works
without any artificial regular grid on the sample
surface. The spatial resolution of the method is,
therefore, independent of any external grid size,
but is of the order of the respective optical setup
(12.5 µm in the present case), provided that the
observed surface characteristics are sufficiently
small. Both the natural characteristics of an unpre-
pared sample surface or an artificial quasi-stochas-
tic color spray applied to a polished surface may
serve as input pattern. The strain resolution is
below 1% since the method uses the match of the
complete gray scale distribution before and after
loading as a measure to determine the exact shift

in border coordinates. This procedure provides a
larger precision than the determination of the new
border coordinates in the form of discrete pixel
steps.

In the present study, a color spray was placed
onto a polished sample surface. In order to avoid
optical reflections the metallic surface was first
primed with a white color spray. Second, fine dots
of black color were placed on the white surface
providing excellent contrast for pattern recog-
nition. Images of the sample surface were acquired
with a high resolution CCD camera and 2-dimen-
sional displacement fields were determined.
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2.3. Experimental determination of microtextures

The local lattice orientations were measured
before and after plastic deformation by automatic
crystal orientation mapping (ACOM) on the ND–
RD plane of all bicrystals using automated acqui-
sition and processing of electron back scatter dif-
fraction patterns in a scanning electron microscope
(SEM). High resolution maps of small areas across
the grain boundary and in the bulk were determ-
ined in an SEM with field emission gun with high
emission current (JSM 6500 F). The maps were
measured with a step size of 50 nm on a surface
area of 14 × 35 µm2.

3. Theoretical methods

3.1. Constitutive model for the crystal plasticity
finite element simulations

In the large strain constitutive crystal plasticity
model [32] used in the present work, one assumes
the stress response at each macroscopic continuum
material point to be potentially given by one crys-
talline volume point. The constitutive equation for
the stress in each grain is then expressed in
terms of

T∗ � CE∗ (1)

where T∗ is the Cauchy stress produced by the
crystalline portion, C is the fourth order elastic ten-
sor, and E∗ an elastic strain measure obtained by
polar decomposition,

E∗ �
1
2

(F∗TF∗�1) (2)

which leads to a stress measure, which is the elastic
work conjugate to the strain measure E∗,

T∗ � F∗�1(det(F∗)T)(F∗)�T (3)

where T is the symmetrical Cauchy stress tensor
in the grain, and F∗ is a local elastic deformation
gradient defined in terms of the local total defor-
mation gradient F and the local plastic deformation
gradient Fp. The relation between the elastic and
the plastic portion of F amounts to

F∗ � F(Fp)�1, det(F∗) � 0, det(Fp) � 1 (4)

The plastic deformation gradient is given by the
flow rule

Ḟp � LpFp (5)

with Lp being the plastic flow rate. In crystals,
Lp is composed of the superposition of the resolved
crystallographic plastic shear rates, ġa, such that

Lp � �
a

ġaSa0, Sa0 � ma0�na0 (6)

in which ġa is the shearing rate on the slip system
a, and ma0 and na0 denote the slip direction and the
slip plane normal of the slip system, respectively,
in the initial unloaded configuration. The shearing
rate on each slip system depends on the resolved
shear ta and the slip resistance sa of that slip sys-
tem and it is taken as

ġa � ġ0|t
a

sa|
1/m

sign(ta) (7)

in which ġ0 denotes a reference value of the slip
rate and m represents the strain rate sensitivity
parameter. In the present study, ġ0 is taken as 0.001
s�1 and m is taken as 0.05. The evolution of the
slip system resistance can be taken as

ṡ � �
b

hab|ġb|, hab � qabh(b), h(b) � h0�1 (8)

�
sb

ss
�a

where qab are the components of a matrix which
describe the latent hardening behavior of the crys-
tal, and h0, a and ss are slip system hardening para-
meters which are taken to be identical for all slip
systems. For the twelve {1 1 1}�1 1 0� slip systems
of an FCC crystal (Table 1), we take qab = 1.0, if
the slip systems a and b are coplanar and qab =
1.4 if they are not coplanar. An implicit crystal
plasticity procedure proposed by Kalidindi et al.
[32] was implemented and used for the time inte-
gration of the constitutive equations. Calculations
were carried out using the finite element program
ABAQUS in conjunction with the user defined
material subroutine UMAT [33].
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Table 1
Slip system notation

Plane (111) (1̄11) (11̄1) (1̄1̄1)

Direction 011̄ 1̄01 11̄0 011̄ 101 1̄1̄0 01̄1̄ 1̄01 110 01̄1̄ 101 1̄10
System A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 D1 D2 D3

3.2. Application of homogenization models for
the determination of the active slip systems

The active slip systems for the three bicrystals
were additionally predicted by use of polycrystal
and single crystal homogenization models [34–39]
and compared to the results of the crystal plasticity
finite element simulations. For this purpose, three
single- and polycrystal models were selected,
namely the no-strain-constraints Sachs approach
(NC model) [39], the full constraints Taylor
approach (FC model) [34,35], and a relaxed con-
straints Taylor approach (lath model) [36–38]. The
Sachs or no-strain-constraints approach is a single
crystal model, where simply those slip systems
with the largest resolved shear stresses (orientation
factor) are activated. The Taylor full constraint
model prescribes the complete strain rate tensor
imposed by the channel die experiment for each
orientation, thereby accounting for strain rate com-
patibility among the neighboring crystal portions.
The various Taylor relaxed constraint models pre-
scribe only some of the external strain rate tensor
components. This implies relaxation of the non-
prescribed strain rate components among the
neighboring crystal volumes partially dropping
strain rate compatibility. In the present case, we
used the lath relaxed constraints model, which
relaxes the RD/ND shear component.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Introduction

The results and their discussion will be separated
in different subjects, namely, an estimation of the
predominant slip systems, the macroscopic obser-
vation of shape change and strain distribution, the
lattice rotations during the deformation experi-

ment, the microtexture and microstructure, and
finally, the influence of the grain boundary on the
deformation behavior.

4.2. Characterization of the bicrystals before
deformation

The investigated bicrystals have symmetric tilt
boundaries with three different misorientations.
Common tilt axis is in all cases the �1 1 2� crystal
direction, which is parallel to TD. Fig. 1b shows
the orientation of the crystals in (1 1 1) pole figures
as viewed from TD. This observation direction has
been adapted throughout the paper, because it
shows best the symmetry of the two orientations.
(1 1 1) pole figures are chosen, because the (1 1 1)
planes correspond to the glide planes in the
material. In the pole figures, those planes are high-
lighted, which belong to the glide system with the
highest Schmid factor, i.e. with the largest or
resolved shear stress for the given stress tensor
which was chosen to be equal to the macroscopic
deformation tensor. The Schmid factors for all
glide systems are shown in Table 2 together with
values for the amount of shear on these glide sys-
tems obtained by Taylor and CPFEM calculations
for all three samples.

4.3. Macroscopic observations (shape change
and strain distribution)

Fig. 2 shows the accumulated plastic von Mises
strain distribution of the three bicrystals after 30%
thickness reduction in the channel die experiment
as measured via photogrametry. Each experimental
figure is contrasted with the corresponding crystal
plasticity simulation result. In order to indicate the
position of the glide planes the (1 1 1) pole figures
after deformation are also added to each bicrystal
image. Although some differences between experi-
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Table 2
Theoretical predictions for crystallographic shear in the bicrystals with (a) 8.7°, (b) 15.4° and (c) 31.5° symmetrical �1 1 2� tilt grain
boundary. Comparison of the shear contributions (in percent of the total shear on all systems) as predicted by the different plasticity
models. FEM: crystal plasticity finite element simulation, FC: full constraints Taylor model, lath: relaxed constraints Taylor model with
relaxation of the RD/ND shear component, Sachs: single crystal model using the system(s) with the largest orientation (Schmid) factor

Slip system K1 K2

FEM FC Lath Sachs FEM FC Lath Sachs

(a) 8.7°
A1 21.5 26.5 18.0 0.110 12.35 25.8 19.2 0.084
A2 9.48 12.3 13.3 0.050 20.28 12.7 11.3 0.071
A3 0 0 0 0.060 0 0 0 0.008
B1 2.98 20.9 0 0.331 54.8 34.3 60.6 0.398
B2 0.05 0 0 0.303 1.09 0 0 0.278
B3 0.04 0 0 0.027 0.21 0 0 0.119
C1 0.27 7.9 0 0.243 0.13 7.9 0 0.270
C2 62.11 32.4 62.5 0.398 10.41 19.3 0 0.333
C3 2.19 0 0 0.155 0 0 0 0.062
D1 1.23 0 6.2 0.022 0.13 0 0 0.043
D2 0.04 0 0 0.045 0.41 0 8.9 0.021
D3 0.1 0 0 0.067 0.17 0 0 0.064
(b) 15.4°
A1 20.55 22.1 11.4 0.095 15.9 12.2 11.9 0.054
A2 10 18.5 18.3 0.083 17.43 28.1 18.7 0.121
A3 0.01 0 0 0.011 0 0 0 0.067
B1 4.29 7.6 0 0.264 55.88 33.9 60.6 0.405
B2 0.12 0 0 0.264 2.05 10.2 0 0.234
B3 0.23 0 0 0 0.11 0 0 0.171
C1 1.08 10.5 0 0.253 0.22 0 0 0.301
C2 55.49 41.3 58.6 0.418 5.41 15.6 0 0.304
C3 1.81 0 0 0.164 0 0 0 0.003
D1 3.02 0 11.7 0.084 0.21 0 0 0.049
D2 0.37 0 0 0.069 2.74 0 8.8 0.051
D3 3.03 0 0 0.153 0.05 0 0 0.101
(c) 31.5°
A1 15.39 19.3 15.5 0.13 4.05 13.1 12.3 0.049
A2 1.58 12.9 12.6 0.03 18.16 26.7 16.1 0.128
A3 1.86 0 0 0.099 0.25 0 0 0.079
B1 1.02 0 0 0.15 43.76 46.2 57.6 0.428
B2 0.59 0 0 0.281 0.58 11.4 0 0.206
B3 5.35 0 0 0.131 9.2 0 0 0.222
C1 0.52 4.1 0 0.181 0.19 0 0 0.285
C2 33.05 53.2 57.3 0.433 4.83 0 0 0.202
C3 6.75 0 0 0.252 1.99 0 0 0.082
D1 6.13 10.4 14.7 0.161 1.41 0 0 0.093
D2 0.32 0 0 0.121 5.9 2.4 14.1 0.132
D3 27.44 0 0 0.283 9.69 0 0 0.225

ment and simulations are visible, it is striking how
well most features of the experiment are matched
by the simulation. This similarity gives some con-
fidence in the calculated amounts of shear for the
different glide systems (Table 2(a) for the 8.7°

bicrystal, Table 2(b) for the 15.4° bicrystal, and
Table 2(c) for the 31.5° bicrystal) and can be used
for interpretations in the following chapters. All
bicrystals show a characteristic shape change
where both abutting crystals shear in the same
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Fig. 2. The spatial distributions of the von Mises strain obtained (a) by measurement and (b) simulation for the 30% deformed
aluminum bicrystals. Red color marks areas of maximum strain, blue color those of minimum strain. The minimum and maximum
values are given in the form of an engineering strain measure.

direction, showing approximate mirror symmetry
to each other as the orientations. Also, all bicrystals
show strong deformation heterogeneities in the
form of macroscopic shear localizations. These
localizations are not completely mirror symmetric
with respect to the grain boundary. This obser-
vation can be attributed to the slightly different size
of the abutting crystals, leading to different defor-
mation geometry on either side of the grain bound-
aries.

Principally, the observed external shape change
and the internal deformation heterogeneities are
due to the interplay of continuum effects and crys-
talline effects. The principle of shape formation of
the bicrystal is sketched in Fig. 3. The bicrystal
is separated into two single crystals of symmetric
orientation. For simplicity, it is assumed that only
one glide system is active. Its glide planes are indi-
cated by thin lines. The thick arrows indicate the
desired material movement during plane strain
compression. In the two opposite corners on the
one side, material movement and glide plane pos-
ition coincide so that strong glide will occur. In the
other two corners, glide plane and material move-

ment are in different directions and glide is
inhibited. The result of this situation is that the cor-
ners with strong glide activation move ahead, while
the corners with little glide stay behind entailing
the shape change observed. Since both crystals
glide on symmetric glide planes their shape also
develops in a symmetrical sense. The sketch shows
that, the observed shape of the bicrystal is not prin-
cipally due to bicrystal deformation, but can also
be (approximately) explained by the deformation
of two separated single crystals [24–29]. The shape
change should become less evident when more
than one glide system is activated. This can be
actually observed in the present case: the different
simulations show that in the case of the 8.7° (Table
2(a)) and 15.4° (Table 2b) bicrystals one glide sys-
tem has a much larger shear fraction than the other
system, while in the 31.5° bicrystal (Table 2(c)),
the predominance of one slip system is less pro-
nounced. This corresponds to the observation that
the double-rhombus shape of the 31.5° bicrystal is
less pronounced when compared to the shapes of
the 8.7° and 15.4° specimens (Fig. 2).

The next aspect which deserves a closed analysis
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the crystalline and macroscopic
kinematics, explaining the shape formation of the bicrystals.

are the observed macroscopic shear bands. From
isotropic J2-based continuum mechanics it is well
known that the friction between tool and sample
in a compression experiment leads to the formation
of shear localizations entering the material at each
corner under a certain degree with respect to the
compression axis [40]. The same effect also
appears in our samples, but it overlaps with the
crystalline effects outlined above. Fig. 4 sketches
the effect for the same simplified model as
described above, i.e. only one glide system is
assumed to be active. One of the crossing macro-
scopic shear bands coincides with the glide plane
position and, therefore, leads to strong local defor-
mation. The other one lies under a large angle to
the glide planes and, hence, does not occur. Due
to the symmetric orientation of the second crystal,
its glide situation is inversed and the macroscopic
shear bands do not penetrate into the opposite crys-
tal. The large aspect ratio of our present com-
pression test (compressed length/thickness) pro-
hibits that the macroscopic shear bands continue to

Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of the overlap of crystalline and
macroscopic effects, explaining the formation of macroscopic
shear bands in a single crystal.

the respectively opposite corner. Rather, they are
stopped half way when reaching the interface. This
effect promotes the formation of two almost paral-
lel shear bands starting from the two opposite cor-
ners. Depending on the orientation of the active
glide system, the macroscopic bands are more or
less strongly deflected from their isotropic J2-
based continuum mechanical position. In the 31.5°
bicrystal the primary glide planes are most strongly
inclined to the compression surface and the macro-
scopic shear bands, therefore, run under the small-
est angle through the crystal (Fig. 2).

It can be concluded from the observation of
shape and shear localizations that the bicrystals
behave to a large extent like two individual single
crystals [24–29]. The grain boundary largely acts
like a surface in direct contact with the com-
pression tool and strong friction on it. Our results
substantiate that the observed macroscopic shape
change behavior of the samples is essentially gov-
erned by the crystallographic kinematics of the
crystals. Although, the low angle bicrystal inter-
face is principally penetrable for mobile dislo-
cations the kinematics of the two abutting crystals
do not promote the translation of slip from one
grain to the other owing to their individual slip
behavior.

The observed strong heterogeneities of the
macroscopic strain distribution (and therefore also
of the crystal rotations) and the slight deviations
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between experiment and model which can be attri-
buted to unknown details such as the exact friction
coefficient and the exact size relation between the
abutting crystals make it questionable whether it is
possible to determine the small effects that might
be caused by a change in the grain boundary struc-
ture.

4.4. Lattice rotations

Lattice rotations have been measured by ACOM
on different lateral scales ranging from the com-
plete ND–RD surface of the bicrystal in the order
of several 10 mm2 to regions close to grain bound-
ary in the range of few µm2. The goal of these
measurements was to separate the bulk behavior of
the two crystals from the behavior close to the
grain boundaries. Owing to the strong strain het-
erogeneities, the lattice rotations are also hetero-
geneously distributed over the sample surface. This
effect makes it difficult to choose representative
and similar mechanical areas in the different
bicrystals. Therefore, in order to get a first
impression about the macroscopic average lattice
rotation, Taylor calculations were carried out for
all three bicrystals. Taylor simulations do not
include any constitutive element for describing
deformation heterogeneity. In order to check the
reliability of these simulations they were, there-
fore, compared with the CPFEM simulations with
respect to the type and amount of activated glide
systems (Table 2(a–c)). The data underlines that
the basic tendency is very similar in different
approaches. Surprisingly, the results of the full
constraint calculations fit better to the CPFEM
results, than those obtained by the lath model.

The pole figures showing the rotation paths as
calculated with the FC Taylor model are displayed
in Fig. 5 revealing some general tendencies. For
all bicrystals, the sense of rotation and its magni-
tude is about the same for the two abutting crystals.
The rotation axes is in all cases close to the trans-
verse direction, but does not coincide with it. Due
to the different start orientations, the misorien-
tations develop differently. For the 8.7° bicrystal,
the crystals rotate away from each other, so that
the misorientation increases. The 15.4° and 31.5°
bicrystals first rotate towards and then away from

Fig. 5. Pole figures showing the rotation paths as calculated
by FC Taylor theory. The triangle and circle symbols mark the
initial crystal orientation.

each other, thereby slightly increasing the final
misorientation in the case of the 15.4° bicrystal and
keeping it about constant in the case of the 31.5°
bicrystal. A comparison of the FC Taylor simula-
tions with the CPFEM simulations shows two sig-
nificant differences. First, in the CPFEM calcu-
lations the crystal rotations are smaller. Second,
they lead to a spatial orientation distribution for
each crystal (details of the local textures will be
discussed in the next chapter).

Finally, in the experimental data the average
rotations2 are still smaller and the final orientation
spread is narrower than in the CPFEM calcu-
lations. Similar observations have been made, for

2 Average orientations have been determined from experi-
mental data and from CPFEM calculations as the maximum of
the ODF of the respective single crystals. In both cases, the
extreme ends of the bicrystals and particularly the corners with
strong shear localizations have been excluded from the analysis.
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example, by Becker and Panchadeswaran [41].
Due to the smaller rotation rates, the final experi-
mental misorientations differ from those obtained
in the simulations. The experiments show that the
misorientation increases for the 8.7° bicrystal, it
remains almost constant for the 15.4° bicrystal, and
it decreases for the 31.5° bicrystal during straining.

It is very likely though, that the differences in
crystal reorientations observed for the different
bicrystals are due to the different starting orien-
tations and not to the influence of different grain
boundary misorientations. The data suggest that the
grain boundaries themselves are independent of
their misorientation, rather stiff and kinematically
inactive. The influence of a grain boundary on the
crystal rotation should, therefore, be relatively
small and, as a consequence, difficult to measure.
Unfortunately, the experimental determination of
crystal rotations is subject to relatively large
experimental errors, particularly due to possible
sample rotations by dismounting and remounting
the sample from the microscope stage for the
deformation experiment. Absolute sample rotations
with respect to the undeformed crystal could there-
fore not be measured with sufficient precision.
Instead, we determined relative rotations, i.e. mis-
orientations with respect to the average crystal
orientation. They will be discussed in the ensu-
ing section.

4.5. Microtexture and microstructure

In contrast to the crystal rotation rates which
characterize the change in orientation during
straining, microtexture mappings characterize the
spatial and angular distribution of orientations after
the deformation process. The crystal does not
rotate as a whole but splits up into different orien-
tations at different positions on the sample. This
separation occurs on two different length scales.
The heterogeneous strain distribution leads to
orientation variations at the millimeter scale (see
pole figures in Fig. 2). These orientation variations
are also predicted by the CPFEM simulation. The
simulated pole figures (Fig. 2b) show much larger
orientation variations than observed in experi-
ment [41].

To some extent, this deviation from experiment

can be caused by the fact that the simulations were
carried out without re-meshing, although this
would have been necessary particularly at the cor-
ners, where heavy strain localization entailed
strong mesh deformation. A second cause can be
seen in the generally larger reorientation rates in
simulations when compared to experiments [41].

From the measurements displayed in Fig. 2a,
areas with similar accumulated von Mises strains
in all three bicrystals were selected for microstruc-
ture and texture determination by ACOM. The pos-
ition of these areas are shown in the figures in the
form of small rectangles. The orientation maps
obtained from these areas and the corresponding
(1 1 1) pole figures are presented in Fig. 6. All
orientation maps reveal the existence of a second
kind of orientation heterogeneities on the length
scale of micrometers. Particularly, the 8.7° bicrys-
tal (but less significant also the other two samples)
reveal the formation of regular orientational block
patterns. The blocks consist of regions of alternat-
ing lattice rotations with respect to the average
orientation of the whole area. The axis of this
orientation spread is close to the transverse direc-
tion and the spread amounts to about 10°. These
observations correspond well to earlier studies on
the microtextures of aluminum single crystals [24–
29]. The formation of these orientational block pat-
terns can be explained in terms of the activation
of alternating sets of glide systems in different
regions of the crystal. The different active glide
systems in the different regions lead to different
crystal rotations and, therefore, to formation of
blocks as described, for example, in [24–29].
According to the classical homogenization picture
of Taylor [34], Bishop and Hill [35], at least five
glide systems have to be activated everywhere in
the crystal, in order to accommodate the prescribed
macroscopic strain for obvious grain scale com-
patibility reasons. Five glide systems, however,
have been very rarely found to act simultaneously
in real crystals. In fact, it can be assumed that the
activation of more than three glide systems quickly
leads to strong entanglement of dislocations and is,
therefore, rather improbable. Instead, small neighb-
oring regions deforming alternating by different
combinations of small sets of active glide systems,
can also accommodate all required degrees of free-
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Fig. 6. High resolution orientation maps close to the grain boundaries in zones of similar von Mises strain (see rectangles in Fig.
2a) and corresponding (1 1 1) pole figures. Dotted lines line out the spatial orientation and size of orientational block patterns.

dom over a volume which exceeds the zones occu-
pied by just one of those sets. This means such
alternating plastic regions can, as a whole, fulfill
the requirements of classical homogenization
theory. As was reported earlier by other authors
[24–29], the size of these regions of different glide
system combinations depends on the strain and
stress level and as well as on the orientation of
the crystal.

Visual rating of the block sizes formed in the
three bicrystals (visualized in Fig. 6 by lines paral-

lel to some of the block boundaries) reveals the
following details. The 8.7° bicrystal shows the
sharpest blocks. The blocks in the 15.4° bicrystal
are less sharp and their size exceeds that of those
observed in the 8.7° bicrystal. Finally, the 31.5°
bicrystal shows very small block sizes and,
additionally, the formation of shear bands. These
observations fit well into the picture given of orien-
tational block pattern formation outlined above.
The data are also in line with the shear rate simul-
ation data given in Table 2(a–c). The simulations
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for the 8.7° (Table 2(a)) and the 15.4° bicrystals
(Table 2(b)) show a strong dominance of single
slip. This effect leads to long and rather homo-
geneous elongated orientation bands (Fig. 6).
Although basically similar, the bands in the 8.7°
bicrystal are narrower than those in the 15.4° sam-
ple. This variation can be attributed to possible
variations in the local micromechanics (Fig. 2a).
In contrast, the 30° bicrystal shows a significantly
larger amount of poly slip which leads to very
small block sizes. It may be assumed that due to
the high amount of poly slip strong dislocation
entanglement will occur leading to increased hard-
ening of normal slip systems and to shear band for-
mation as a further deformation mode.

It can be concluded that the observed micro-
structures and microtextures are due to the amount
of polyslip activated in the crystals and, therefore,
due to the orientation of the crystals. A certain
tendency can be observed which states that an
increasing amount of polyslip entails smaller
blocks, each formed by regions of activation of dif-
ferent combinations of glide systems.

At first sight, the microstructure does not show
any evidence for the influence of the grain bound-
ary on the kinematics of deformation as was also
stated for rotations and strain distribution. It should
be mentioned, finally, that the crystal plasticity
finite element simulations are not capable of repro-
ducing block pattern structures, because of the rela-
tively coarse mesh size and the linearity of the
element interpolation function. Furthermore, it is
very likely that the prediction of rapidly alternating
orientation block patterns in a FE method might
require the incorporation of adequate and physi-
cally sensible strain gradient terms into the consti-
tutive description, reflecting geometrically neces-
sary dislocations.

4.6. Effect of grain boundaries

The above discussion has shown that most of the
observed differences between the three deformed
bicrystals are due to the different orientations of
these crystals and not due to the changing structure
of the grain boundaries. The question is, whether
there is any detectable effect that might relate
directly to the grain boundary structure. It is clear

that this effect must be small and that it is, there-
fore, difficult to observe under such heterogeneous
boundary conditions. However, as will be shown
in the following, some effects of the grain bound-
aries on the lattice rotation can be observed in areas
of macroscopic homogeneity provided microscopic
heterogeneity can be leveled out by using a suitable
averaging method.

Already a careful visual inspection of the orien-
tation maps given in Fig. 6 reveals a change in
color, i.e. in orientation close to the grain bound-
aries. In order to quantify these orientation
changes, the misorientation of each measurement
point with respect to a fixed reference orientation
was calculated. As reference, the average orien-
tation of the whole area was chosen. Subsequently,
the average misorientation of all points along
straight lines parallel to the grain boundary was
determined by calculating the arithmetic mean of
the misorientation angle of these points. This sim-
ple way of averaging is permitted only because the
misorientation angles are small (of the order of 5°)
and the misorientation axes are close to each other.
The results of these calculations are presented in
Fig. 7 in the form of an average misorientation
angle, as a function of the distance from the grain
boundary. The scatter bars show the standard devi-
ation for each averaged data set. The analysis
shows that for all three bicrystals, a change of
orientation occurs on either side of the grain
boundary. The changing lattice rotation extends
into the crystal over a distance of about 10 µm.
The 8.7° bicrystal shows virtually no effect when
getting close to the grain boundary. The 15.4°
bicrystal, in contrast, shows quite a strong orien-
tation gradient effect. Close to the grain boundary,
the misorientation to the average orientation is on
both sides of the boundary about twice as high as
in the bulk material far away from the interface.
A deviating orientation is measured up to a dis-
tance to the grain boundary of almost 20 µm on
either side of the boundary. For the 31.5° bicrystal,
the analysis is more difficult, because shear bands
cross the orientation maps and create a large data
scatter. Also, the grain boundary does not remain
flat in those areas where a shear band meets the
grain boundary. These regions were hence omitted
from the averaged areas. The curves show that in
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this case, the effect of the grain boundary is smaller
than for the 15.4° boundary. The average misorien-
tation close to the grain boundary is only increased
by a third of the bulk misorientation. Instead, it
seems that the mechanical effect extends deeper
into the bulk material up to a distance of almost
30 µm on either side.

The observed crystal rotations may be due to
two different, superimposed effects. One effect is a
homogeneous rotation in the sense of Taylor [34].
Rotations of this type are due to dislocations that
have completely passed through the crystal and are
responsible for the average lattice reorientation of
the crystals. The axis of this lattice rotation is per-
pendicular to the glide plane normal and the glide
direction. The sense of rotation is such that the
glide plane normal moves towards the compression
direction (see also the sketch about the bicrystal
deformation in Fig. 3). The second effect is the
rotation due to dislocation pile-ups. These dislo-
cations bend the crystal lattice in exactly the
opposite sense as that one created by the Taylor
rotation. In contrast to the Taylor-type rotations,
the pile-up rotations build up large elastic stresses
and have, therefore, only a limited spatial exten-
sion. If the stresses become too large, dislocation
sources in the boundary or in the neighboring crys-
tal are activated and dislocations are emitted into
the abutting crystal. In the bicrystal geometry
adapted here, these dislocations themselves should
reduce the lattice rotations that have been built-up
on that side of the grain boundary into which they
are emitted.

The observation that pile-ups and the resulting
reorientation gradients are small for the low angle
grain boundary and large for the grain boundaries
with higher misorientation between the crystals fits
well into standard conceptions of grain boundary
mechanics. The smaller the misorientation angle is,
the easier it is for a dislocation to penetrate through
the boundary and the less pile-ups are formed. The
fact that the 31.5° grain boundary shows a smaller
rotation, but a deeper pile-up of orientations might

Fig. 7. Misorientation with respect to the average crystal
orientation integrated over narrow stripe-shaped areas parallel
to the grain boundary in dependence of the distance of the inte-
gration area to the grain boundary.
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be explained by the much higher degree of polyslip
in the abutting crystals compared to the 15.4°
bicrystal. In a polyslip situation, the different acti-
vated glide systems may lead to different reorien-
tations involving a certain probability that antisym-
metric slip portions mutually compensate. The net
rotation directly in front of large angle grain
boundaries may in some cases, therefore, be rela-
tively small. Due to the strong dislocation interac-
tion in case of polyslip it is also likely that dislo-
cations are impeded and entangled earlier in front
of the grain boundary so that dislocation gradient
accumulation may reach deeper into the bulk crys-
tal.

It can be concluded from the observations
presented in this study that it cannot be decided
with certainty whether the observed effects are due
to a change in grain boundary structure or due to
the changing orientation of the abutting crystals. A
good way to tackle this problem would be a
detailed comparison of a larger number of spatially
averaged experimental results with precise simula-
tions, provided that the simulations give exactly the
correct average lattice reorientations. This is, how-
ever, not yet fully the case for the current models.

5. Conclusions

Aluminum bicrystals with different misorien-
tations have been deformed in a channel die experi-
ment in order to study the influence of misorien-
tation on the kinematics of deformation zones
around grain boundaries. The deformation
behavior of the samples has been characterized on
a macroscopic level by strain distribution measure-
ments and on a microscopic level by automatic
crystal orientation mapping in the scanning elec-
tron microscope. The experiments were supported
by simulations with a crystal plasticity finite
element model in order to calculate the shear frac-
tions on the different activated glide systems. The
macroscopic strain data revealed that channel die
deformation of bicrystals leads to pronounced
strain heterogeneity created by an overlap of J2-
type frictional continuum and crystal plasticity
effects. The observed degree of heterogeneity sug-
gests that channel die deformation is not an optimal

approximation of a plain strain deformation state.
The use of a novel strain measurement technique
allowed us to identify areas of locally homo-
geneous strain. These were investigated in detail
by automatic crystal orientation mapping. These
measurements showed the existence of further
microstructural heterogeneities at the micrometer
scale. These heterogeneities, consisting of blocks
of different orientations with misorientations in the
range of 10°, are supposed to be due to the acti-
vation of different combinations of glide systems
in neighboring regions. We found that most of the
observed features of these orientational block pat-
terns, i.e. block size, block misorientation and spa-
tial orientation can be explained by the orientation
of the individual crystals. In particular, it is
assumed that the amount of single respective
polyslip is responsible for the observed differences
between the crystals. Besides the different kinem-
atic mechanisms which we attributed either to
macroscopic or crystallographic effects, the direct
influence of the grain boundaries could be detected
in the form of slight orientation changes in their
vicinity. To render these changes visible, the orien-
tation distances of each orientation point of a crys-
tal with respect to the average crystal orientation
were calculated and integrated over small stripe-
shaped areas parallel to the grain boundary. The
small angle grain boundary with 8.7° misorien-
tation did not show any detectable effect. This was
interpreted in terms of free penetration of dislo-
cations through the boundary without any pile-up
formation. In contrast, the 15.4° bicrystal showed
a strong change of orientation close to the bound-
ary. The orientation change started at a distance of
about 20 µm on either side of the boundary and
accumulated about 2° of misorientation. The 31.5°
bicrystal also showed an orientation effect, but the
orientation change started already in a distance of
almost 30 µm and accumulated only about 1° of
misorientation. The orientation change was inter-
preted as a dislocation pile-up in front of the
impenetrable boundary.
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